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Designing with Geosynthetics - 6Th Edition Vol. 1 2012-01-16

following the structure of previous editions volume 1 of this sixth edition proceeds through four individual
chapters on geosynthetics geotextiles geogrids and geonets volume 2 continues with geomembranes
geosynthetic clay liners geofoam and geocomposites the two volumes must accompany one another all are
polymeric materials used for myriad applications in geotechnical geoenvironmental transportation hydraulic
and private development applications the technology has become a worldwide enterprise with approximate 5b
material sales in the 35 years since first being introduced in addition to describing and illustrating the various
materials the most important test methods and design examples are included as pertains to specific application
areas this latest edition differs from previous ones in that sustainability is addressed throughout new
material variations are presented new applications are included and references are updated accordingly each
chapter includes problems for which a solutions manual is available

Caribbean Primary Mathematics Workbook 5 6th edition 2018-06-29

the best known primary mathematics series in the caribbean updated and revised for the 21st century practise
and reinforce learning from the student s book with fun and inspiring additional exercises focus on self directed
learning problem solving and raising standards with a series updated by practising teachers engage students and
make maths more relevant with real life situations showing mathematics in daily life encourage students to
understand and build their own learning with reinforcement exercises for all key skills and concepts

All Access Pack for Professional Baking 6th Edition Set 2013-09-30

tudor o bompa the pioneer of periodization training and carlo a buzzichelli one of the world s foremost experts
on training methods use scientific support and their expertise to teach you how to maximize training gains with
periodization

Objective NCERT Xtract Physics for NEET 6th Edition 2018-01-05

this newest edition of accounting 1 has been developed to reflect new curriculum requirements as well as
changes in accounting practices in the business world however it retains those features that have made
accounting 1 a popular text with students and teachers

Periodization-6th Edition 2002

updated 6th edition with new sites museums learn where how to dig pan and mine your own gems minerals
southeast alabama arkansas florida georgia kentucky louisiana mississippi missouri north carolina south
carolina tennessee virginia west virginia whether you re digging for the first time or are an experienced
rockhound or prospector with a simple rock hammer and a little luck you too can strike it rich or at the very
least have fun trying this guide offers you easy to use information on the ins and outs of fee dig mining complete
with locations costs tips on technique entertaining legends and important information on everything from
safety kits to the location of the nearest restrooms included are resources for use in identifying your finds
exploring the lapidary arts and further pursuing an exciting and possibly profitable hobby equipment and
clothing what you need and where to find it or how to make it yourself mining techniques step by step
instructions on panning for gold sluicing for gems and other methods gem and mineral sites directions and maps
hours fees and equipment needed also includes info on guide services local camping facilities and more museums
and mine tours where to visit commercial and historical mines as well as museums with exhibits of gems and
minerals for help in learning what to look for special events and tourist information listings of regional events
involving gems and minerals and sources of general travel and tourism information for every state other
features where to find your birthstone your anniversary stone or your zodiac stone index by state index by gem
mineral u s state gems minerals chart and more the treasure hunter s gem mineral guides to the u s a in 4 regional
volumes northeast isbn 978 0 9970145 0 1 northwest isbn 978 0 9904152 8 2 southeast isbn 978 0
9970145 1 8 southwest isbn 978 0 9904152 9 9
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Accounting 1, Sixth Edition 2016-05-02

this popular and comprehensive textbook provides all the basic information on inorganic chemistry that
undergraduates need to know for this sixth edition the contents have undergone a complete revision to reflect
progress in areas of research new and modified techniques and their applications and use of software packages
introduction to modern inorganic chemistry begins by explaining the electronic structure and properties of
atoms then describes the principles of bonding in diatomic and polyatomic covalent molecules the solid state
and solution chemistry further on in the book the general properties of the periodic table are studied along with
specific elements and groups such as hydrogen the s elements the lanthanides the actinides the transition metals
and the p block simple and advanced examples are mixed throughout to increase the depth of students
understanding this edition has a completely new layout including revised artwork case study boxes technical
notes and examples all of the problems have been revised and extended and include notes to assist with
approaches and solutions it is an excellent tool to help students see how inorganic chemistry applies to
medicine the environment and biological topics

Southeast Treasure Hunter's Gem & Mineral Guide (6th Edition) 2003

the thoroughly revised updated 5th edition of neet 2018 biology must for aiims jipmer is developed on the
objective pattern following the chapter plan as per the ncert books of class 11 and 12 the new edition is
empowered with an additional exercise which contains exemplar past 5 year neet 2013 2017 questions concept
maps have been added for each chapter the book contains 38 chapters in all as per the ncert books each chapter
provides exhaustive theory followed by a set of 2 exercises for practice the first exercise is a basic exercise
whereas the second exercise is advanced the solutions to all the questions have been provided immediately at
the end of each chapter the complete book has been aligned as per the chapter flow of ncert class 11 12 books

Accounting 1, Sixth Edition 2017-12-21

teaching students complex reading strategies for everyday and academic reading

Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry, 6th edition 2023-02-28

according to the u s census bureau the average woman s family income drops by 37 after divorce do you know
what assets or how much alimony or child support you are entitled to receive has your spouse threatened to
leave you penniless have you spoken to an attorney and gotten sticker shock do you earn too much money to
qualify for free legal aid this book was written to help the low and moderate income women the legal system
has abandoned by walking a hypothetical self represented woman step by step through the divorce process
including how to prepare financially to stand on your own two feet what the court can and cannot do for
you legwork that can save you money on legal fees and help you get a better outcome how much child support
and alimony you might be entitled to receive custody disputes fatal flaws and how you can fix them how to
show a judge that your spouse is lying about their assets and income what property you are entitled to
receive and should ask for ways vindictive ex spouses can hide money and how to prove they are lying real life
dirty tricks traps and pitfalls highlighted so you can avoid them how to find a good attorney if you can
afford one save money on legal fees or combine a la carte legal advice with your own efforts if you can t
afford to hire a full service attorney mediation and court connected alternative dispute resolution benefits
and pitfalls how to dig up information your spouse doesn t want you to know discovery like an attorney
common court forms and how to fill them out separation agreements dissected and clarified including two
blank fill in the form boilerplates which you can download and use in your own divorce sample discovery
requests and motions we ll dissect each motion and show what information you can use it to get sample
hearing scripts for common court hearings including restraining order hearings temporary order hearings
custody dispute hearings contempt hearings and parts of a mock trial restraining orders how to get one how
to keep one filled with helpful examples of common court forms and legal pleadings this book will introduce
you to everything you never wanted to know about divorce but need to come up to speed fast this is the only
self help legal book written by a woman who was once in your shoes who later went back to school to
become an attorney bonus links to download edit and print blank separation agreement forms the 6th edition
has been completely updated with the latest case law including ways to sensitively handle a christian divorce
caveats regarding same sex couple custody disputes post obergefell and a completely rewritten separation
agreement chapter with suggested clauses for unusual situations such as extraordinary school fees private
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school or homeschooling book 1 of the divorce bootcamp self help legal series kirkus a solid informative self
help divorce guide this exhaustive guide covers a range of topics related to contested and uncontested
divorces including how to gather documentation of assets estimate child support and alimony and even if
necessary obtain restraining orders she discusses many topics related to asset division and child custody
including marital debt and visitation rights the book is aimed at the broadest possible audience but also
discusses variations in state laws review of the 5th edition legal disclaimer this book is not meant to
constitute legal advice the author is licensed to practice law in massachusetts links have been provided to
direct women to their local court resources in all 50 states but the court forms case histories and property
division examples used are loosely based upon massachusetts examples this book is not a replacement for
consultation with a licensed local attorney

NEET 2019 Biology Guide - 6th Edition 2018-12-16

creo parametric 6 0 for designers book is written to help the readers effectively use the modeling and assembly
tools by utilizing the parametric approach of creo parametric 6 0 effectively this book provides detailed
description of the tools that are commonly used in modeling assembly sheetmetal as well as in mold this book
also covers the latest surfacing techniques like freestyle and style with the help of relevant examples and
illustrations the creo parametric 6 0 for designers book further elaborates on the procedure of generating the
drawings of a model or assembly which are used for documentation of a model or assembly it also includes the
concept of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing the examples and tutorials given in this book relate to
actual mechanical industry designs salient features comprehensive coverage of creo parametric 6 0 concepts
and techniques tutorial approach to explain the concepts of creo parametric 6 0 detailed explanation of all
commands and tools summarized content on the first page of the topics that are covered in the chapter
hundreds of illustrations for easy understanding of concepts step by step instructions notes and tips hundreds
of illustrations for easy understanding of concepts real world mechanical engineering designs as tutorials and
exercises additional information throughout the book in the form of notes and tips self evaluation tests and
review questions at the end of the chapters to help the users assess their knowledge additional learning
resources at allaboutcadcam blogspot com table of contents chapter 1 introduction to creo parametric 6 0
chapter 2 creating sketches in the sketch mode i chapter 3 creating sketches in the sketch mode ii chapter 4
creating base features chapter 5 datums chapter 6 options aiding construction of parts i chapter 7 options
aiding construction of parts ii chapter 8 options aiding construction of parts iii chapter 9 advanced modeling
tools chapter 10 assembly modeling chapter 11 generating editing and modifying the drawing views chapter 12
dimensioning the drawing views chapter 13 other drawing options chapter 14 working with sheetmetal
components chapter 15 surface modeling chapter 16 introduction to mold design chapter 17 concepts of
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing index

Reader's Choice, 6th Edition 2012

the sixth revised edition of industrial relations and labour laws captures the significant developments that
have taken place in the realm of labour laws and industrial relations in the recent past the most notable
development in the legislative sphere is the amendment in the industrial disputes act 1947 in 2010 in the judicial
sphere there has been a marked shift in the approach of the indian judiciary in the area of discipline and disciplinary
procedure moreover new norms principles have been evolved to determine the classification of a person as a
workman provide relief in case of illegal wrongful termination of service of workmen determine notice period for
strike lock out in public utility services and for regularization of services of daily temporary casual or
contract workers extensively revised and updated in line with the changes in the law this edition also gives a
new and more holistic dimension to the subject of labour management relations part i provides the contextual
and constitutional framework of labour law and an overview of industrial relations part ii deals with the
trade union movement employers organizations and laws relating to trade unions collective bargaining unfair
labour practices and victimization part iii deals with regulation of industrial disputes persuasive coercive and
voluntary processes for settlement of industrial disputes grievance procedure government s power of reference
laws relating to instruments of economic coercion management of discipline laws relating to change in
conditions of service and lay off retrenchment transfer and closure part iv examines laws relating to standing
orders part v is on workers participation in management this edition will serve as a comprehensive textbook for
students of llb llm mba msw mpa cs and masters and diploma programmes in personnel management industrial
relations and labour law it is indispensable for personnel managers law officers lawyers trade union officials
members officials of labour department and members of the labour judiciary
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Divorce Bootcamp for Low- and Moderate-Income Women (6th Edition)
2020-03-10

get up to speed on the sat with 9 simple steps if you re planning to take the big test but you haven t started
studying here s some last minute help you can count on crash course for the sat gives you the techniques and
approaches you need to help get a higher score even with limited prep time by following the 9 simple steps in this
book you ll be on the way to your best score everything you need to help achieve a high score condensed 9
steps you can follow quickly to help conquer the sat essential review for the reading writing language and
math sections detailed explanations for practice problems so you avoid making the same mistake twice practice
your way to excellence more than 250 practice questions 215 in the book 36 online to help you learn key
techniques in depth instructions and exercises for the writing language section access to bonus content for the
math and the optional essay sections via your online student tools

Creo Parametric 6.0 for Designers, 6th Edition 2016-07-18

minor illness or major disease ebook discusses in detail the diagnosis and management of frequently encountered
ailments in community pharmacy practice as well as being a well established undergraduate textbook this book
aims to aid pharmacists with differentiating between a minor illness and a major disease that would need
immediate referral to a medical practitioner

Industrial Relations and Labour Laws, 6th Edition 2020-02-15

the marketing plan handbook presents a streamlined approach to writing succinct and meaningful marketing plans
by offering a comprehensive step by step method for crafting a strategically viable marketing plan this book
provides the relevant information in a concise and straight to the point manner it outlines the basic principles
of writing a marketing plan and presents an overarching framework that encompasses the plan s essential
components a distinct characteristic of this book is its emphasis on marketing as a value creation process
because it incorporates the three aspects of value management managing customer value managing
collaborator value and managing company value the marketing plan outlined in this book is relevant not only
for business to consumer scenarios but for business to business scenarios as well this integration of business
to consumer and business to business planning into a single framework is essential for ensuring success in today
s networked marketplace the marketing plan outlined in this book builds on the view of marketing as a central
business discipline that defines the key aspects of a company s business model this view of marketing is reflected
in the book s cross functional approach to strategic business planning the marketing plan handbook offers an
integrative approach to writing a marketing plan that incorporates the relevant technological financial
organizational and operational aspects of the business this approach leads to a marketing plan that is
pertinent not only for marketers but for the entire organization the marketing plan handbook can benefit
managers in all types of organizations for startups and companies considering bringing new products to the
market this book outlines a process for developing a marketing plan to launch a new offering for established
companies with existing portfolios of products this book presents a structured approach to developing an
action plan to manage their offerings and product lines whether it is applied to a small business seeking to
formalize the planning process a startup seeking venture capital financing a fast growth company considering
an initial public offering or a large multinational corporation the framework outlined in this book can help
streamline the marketing planning process and translate it into an actionable strategic document that informs
business decisions and helps avoid costly missteps

Objective NCERT Xtract Biology for NEET 6th Edition 1999-10-25

just a decade ago many industry luminaries predicted the collapse of the centralized data center and it
structure in its place would be a more decentralized client server model built upon the open systems
interconnect osi networking architecture however client server never fully realized all of its promises and osi
floundered now instead of client server and osi we have the based model and tcp ip together oriented
technologies i e browsers web servers html java and tcp ip are completely changing how the enterprise views its
network instead of serving as primarily an internal utility the enterprise network is now a vital means of
delivering products and services and of tying an enterprise more closely to its customers partners and suppliers
the impact to the very structure of the enterprise network could not be more profound providing extensive
coverage of planning networking lans systems management communications issues and trends communications
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systems management handbook 6th edition is your most reliable source for solid dependable solutions to real
world data communications problems the tips strategies and case studies provided do more than just save you
time and money they also save your data communications network and with it your professional life this new
edition of the communications systems management handbook provides you with detailed information on the
different facets of change in the enterprise network enterprise network architectures lan and campus networking
remote access wan data centers client and servers security network management what s more the new edition is
dramatically restructured providing a more logical grouping of articles into discrete sections that bring
focus to a particular enterprise networking topic in addition the content of this edition has been substantially
updated almost three quarters of the articles are new to this edition the common theme throughout the
handbook is the change that the enterprise network is undergoing and how to manage it the handbook s generous
use of illustrations simplifies the technical workings of networks and communications systems the
comprehensive index makes it easy to find the topics you want and related topics and because each chapter is
written by an expert with first hand experience in data communications no other book gives you such a full
range of perspectives and explanations of the technical planning administrative personnel and budget challenges
of the communication manager s job covering everything from electronic commerce to multimedia from system
design and cost allocation to ethernet switches and the impact of virtual private networks this is your one
stop source for the best most essential data communications expertise to be found anywhere the
communications systems management handbook serves as an information tool for proven advice and methods on
managing network services and costs creating networking solutions and preparing for advanced communications
network technologies

Crash Course for the SAT, 6th Edition 2009

physiology of sport and exercise sixth edition frames research findings in physiology in a reader friendly format
making this textbook a favorite of instructors and students alike this resource offers a simple way for
students to develop an understanding of the body s abilities to perform various types and intensities of exercise
and sport to adapt to stressful situations and to improve its physiological capacities

Minor Illness or Major Disease, 6th edition 2015-03-30

there has been a marked change in examination strategy over the last five years emqs extended matching
questions are popular with tutors and students alike as they present a more realistic view of a student s
ability to apply his or her knowledge in a clinical situation the new edition of mcqs in physiology has been
subject to a complete overhaul to become mcqs and emqs in physiology this reflects the current methods of
examination techniques and will provide the student with a complete revision resource book packed with mcqs
and emqs along with clear and simple explanations of each answer this book covers all the main physiological
systems the questions stretch from basic to applied and interpretative and are written with the modern
integrated syllabus firmly in mind presented alongside other core revision books such as emqs in clinical medicine
this book will soon be seen as a must have for any medic s shelf

The Marketing Plan Handbook, 6th Edition 2004-05-28

15 minutes that s as long as we think any student should have to spend formatting their papers unfortunately
students often spend hours trying to find answers from hard to follow manuals or confusing websites whether
you want a step by step guide to building a title page suggestions for writing with greater clarity or freedom
from doing internet searches every time you have a question about apa standards apa made easy is the only
blueprint that you will need for writing in apa style this comprehensive writing guide includes illustrated steps
for formatting an apa document in microsoft word 2010 microsoft word 2011 for mac microsoft word 2013
and apple s pages programs you will also learn how to build an apa formatted paper from the ground up by
understanding how to outline information you ve already gathered how to write an essay or research paper
from an outline how to write a solid introduction how to use the required headings in a research paper
including abstracts method subjects and participants materials or apparatus results and discussion sections
building citations within your paper and on your reference page also included in this guide apa examples and high
resolution screen shots to help students correctly format documents within 15 minutes over 150 completed
reference examples over 60 completed in text citation examples how to use headings effectively in your writing
specific examples that cover how to cite new media such as blog posts emails websites online lectures
computer programs social media and much more a new section on using and citing doi s digital object identifiers
for new media a short sample paper in apa format for more information on apa made easy and downloadable apa
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Communications Systems Management Handbook, Sixth Edition 1881-10

get started with the new access 2013 with this impressive all in one reference microsoft access allows you to
store organize view analyze and share data the new release enables you to build even more powerful custom
database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources this compilation of nine
indispensible minibooks is exactly what you need to get up to speed on the latest changes to access this easy
to understand resource provides both new and experienced access users with invaluable advice for connecting
access to sql server manipulating data locally getting up to speed on the latest features of access 2013
creating queries and macros and much more from the basics to advanced functions this book is what you need
to make access more accessible shows you how to store organize view analyze and share data using access
2013 includes nine minibooks that cover such topics as database design tables queries forms reports macros
database administration securing data programming with visual basic for applications vba and using access
with the web helps you build database solutions that integrate with the web and other enterprise data
solutions offers plenty of techniques tips and tricks to help you get the most out of access this all in one
guide offers you access to all things access 2013

Shafer'S Textbook Of Oral Pathology (6Th Edition) 2012

drive your content marketing campaign toward success blogs and social platforms are all the rage right now
especially for strategists looking to cultivate influence among target audience members through content
marketing content marketing strategies for dummies explains how you can use content marketing to gain an edge
over your competition even in the most crowded of marketplaces this timely text introduces you to the five c
cycle company focus customer experience content creation channel promotion and closed loop analysis the five
c cycle drives the creation and documentation of a targeted content marketing strategy and allows you to
approach your content marketing campaign with confidence by helping you determine your company s focus
uncover your customers experience with data develop channel promotions across social platforms create
actionable online content and use closed loop analysis to build on previous success this will become your go
to content marketing guide content marketing entails creating and curating content online via blog posts
social media platforms and more the goal is to acquire and retain customers by creating content that brings
value to their lives and that encourages them to engage with your brand this easy to understand guide will
help you do just that analyze customer data to better understand your target audience s journey leverage
social platforms such as facebook and twitter to develop channel promotions create and curate intelligent
engaging content that leads to action build upon your previous success with closed loop analysis whether
you work for a large corporation are part of a small business are a solo thought leader or are an educator
content marketing strategies for dummies tells you how to gain a critical competitive advantage through
targeted content marketing strategies

Physiology of Sport and Exercise 6th Edition 2013-03-25

print coursesmart

MCQs & EMQs in Human Physiology, 6th edition 1880

your plain english guide to currency trading currency trading for dummies is a hands on user friendly guide that
explains how the foreign exchange forex market works and how you can become a part of it currency trading
has many benefits but it also has fast changing financial trading avenues forex markets are always moving so
how do you keep up with this new edition of currency trading for dummies you ll get the expert guidance you ve
come to know and expect from the trusted for dummies brand now updated with the latest information on the
topic inside you ll find an easy to follow introduction to the global forex market that explains its size scope
and players a look at the major economic drivers that influence currency values and the lowdown on how to
interpret data and events like a pro plus you ll discover different types of trading styles and make a concrete
strategy and game plan before you act on anything covers currency trading conventions and tools provides an
insider s look at key characteristics of successful currency traders explains why it s important to be
organized and prepared offers guidance on trading pitfalls to avoid and risk management rules to live by
whether you re just getting started out in the foreign exchange market or an experienced trader looking to
diversify your portfolio currency trading for dummies sets you up for trading success
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The Legal Advertiser 2015-12-21

get up to speed quickly review and practice major concepts in accounting whether you re looking to improve
your classroom experience or simply become more familiar with accounting concepts 1 001 accounting practice
problems for dummies is the hands on tool you need to get a step ahead the book s practice questions and
review content go hand in hand with the content offered in accounting for dummies ensuring that you have a
working knowledge of the most important concepts and skills in accounting this practical resource gives you
access to tons of helpful online content including practice problems in multiple choice format and customizable
practice sets for self directed study all available on the go through your smartphone laptop or tablet
practice problems are categorized as easy medium or hard so you can build your knowledge at your own pace a
perfect companion for anyone looking to increase their accounting skills this book has the added benefit of
offering review and practice useful for individuals looking to pass their accounting courses and lay the
groundwork for an accounting career filled with practice questions review content tips and explanations for
anyone interested in accounting principles includes tons of online practice content such as multiple choice
questions and customizable practice sets all available with purchase of the book ideal for individuals looking
to pass an accounting class or start a career in accounting serves as an excellent companion resource to
accounting for dummies packed with endless practice opportunities 1 001 accounting practice problems for
dummies has everything you need to jumpstart your journey into accounting and financial documentation

APA Made Easy | In Accordance with the 6th Edition APA Manual 1879

this book deals with the fundamental branches of business law namely law of contract law of sale of goods
law of partnership law of negotiable instruments and law of information technology its contents have been
extracted from the authors reputed title mercantile law that has gained tremendous readership over the years
business law is intended to serve as a textbook for the students of bcom bcom hons ca common proficiency test
cpt ca integrated professional competence course ipcc cs foundation programme icma intermediate bba mba and
also for those appearing for banking and competitive examinations

Access 2013 All-in-One For Dummies 2011-02-22

coaching youth football with its field tested information and advice will help you run your team with
confidence you ll find methods and tips for communicating with players minimizing risk and preventing injuries
providing basic first aid planning and conducting practices teaching techniques and tactics coaching on game
day and keeping it all fun

Catalogue of the Books in the Library of the Law Society of Upper
Canada 1844

this book is intended for people who are studying for the capmp and the pmp it s formatted in the outline method
a common and effective method used for studying it makes notes easy to scan for quick review to read through
and memorize you ll get the key points needed to help pass the exam this study guide is based on the 6th edition
of the pmbok

Content Marketing Strategies For Dummies 2015-01-23

an easy to follow guide to canon s first touchscreen dslr canon calls the eos rebel t4i 650d its most
consumer friendly dslr but there s still a lot to learn expert author and photography instructor julie adair
king handles the subject in a step by step style that will boost your confidence if this is your first dslr you ll
find all the information you need to get going with your new camera and start taking great pictures more than
300 fabulous full color photos illustrate all the camera features and also show you what you and your
rebel t4i 650d can achieve canon s eos rebel t4i 650d is a consumer friendly dslr with touchscreen controls
expanded autofocus features and improved low light shooting capabilities this friendly guide explains all the
controls and helps you gain confidence with the canon eos rebel t4i 650d camera bestselling author julie adair
king covers using auto live view and playback modes how to dial in exposure and lighting controls and how to
manipulate focus and color offers advice on situational shots explains how to get images onto a computer
for editing and shows how to print photos or post them online presents professional editing tips and plenty of
beautiful full color images showing what you can achieve popular author has written more than 15 for
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dummies books on nikon and canon cameras canon eos rebel t4i 650d for dummies is the perfect how to guide for
anyone venturing into dslr photography with this popular new model

Catalogue of the Contents of Section A-p 2015-04-13

The Licensing Exam Review Guide in Nursing Home Administration, 6th
Edition 2013

Flintoff's Directory and Guide Book to Plymouth, Devonport,
Stonehouse, and Their Vicinities 2017-04-21

Currency Trading For Dummies 1881

Accounting 2018-01-21

Business Law, 6th Edition 1892

Coaching Youth Football-6th Edition 2009

The Publishers' Circular and General Record of British and Foreign
Literature 2012-09-20

The PMP Notebook: Based on the 6th edition PMBOK Guide 1863

General Report

The Massachusetts register

Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D For Dummies

American Literary Gazette and Publishers' Circular
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